Natural Disaster, Unnatural Deaths: the Killings on the Life Care Floors at Tenet’s Memorial Medical Center after Hurricane Katrina

Dr. Charles I. Lugosi

On July 18, 2006, Louisiana Attorney General Charles Foti announced the arrests of three white females, Dr. Anna Pou and Nurses Lori Budo and Cheri Landry, who are accused of murdering four black patients on the Life Care ward on the seventh floor of Tenet’s Memorial Medical Center in New Orleans (herein called “Memorial”), by injecting them with lethal doses of morphine and midazolam (the generic form of Versed).1 The victims were Emmett Everett Sr. (age 61); Hollis Alford (age 66); Ireatha...
 Watson (age 89); and Rose Savoie (age 91).2

All of these victims were expected to live, as none were in danger of imminent death from natural causes.3 Rose was ill from bronchitis, but otherwise in good health.4 Her daughter, Jennie Crabtree said, “She didn’t act like a 90 year-old; she was all there. She knew where she was. She knew who she was.”5 Emmett “could have lived for years. All he wanted was to live to be with his grandkids.”6 Ireatha was ill from gangrene in both legs and dementia, but she was in stable condition when last visited by her daughter, two days before Katrina hit.7 She was scheduled to have her legs amputated on August 29, the day the hurricane arrived.8

None of the victims were in pain, and thus did not require any medication like morphine or Versed.9 There were no orders on the victims’ medical charts for the prescription of either morphine or Versed.10 These drugs had not been given previously to these patients as part of their routine care.11 None of the victims knew their lives were about to end.

No consent was sought or given for these lethal drugs.12 It seems as though the victims were lied to. Pou told Everett she was going to give him something for his dizziness, even though he was conscious and alert.13 Rose complained, “That burns,”
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when injected with the deadly drugs. None of these victims were under the care of Pou or nurses Budo and Landry. One witness observed that Pou did not appear familiar with the condition of the Life Care patients. Pou was heard to say “a decision was made to administer lethal doses” to patients on the seventh floor of the hospital. She did not identify the decision maker, but did say the Life Care staff was not involved at all. Dr. Pou further stated “there is no telling how far this would go,” and “I want y’all to know I take full responsibility and y’all did a great job taking care of the patients.”

The killings occurred on September 1, 2005, two days after hurricane Katrina left the hospital with no electricity and water from broken levees flooded the surrounding streets. There was no air conditioning and windows were broken by nurses to seek relief from temperatures that peaked at 110 degrees. With the heat came the stench of human waste. There was no water. The telephones did not work. Food was limited. At night it was pitch black. Nurses fanned patients. Ventilators did not work. Patients were at risk of dying from dehydration and there was confusion over evacuation plans for those who were difficult to move, like Everett who was paralyzed and weighed 380 lbs. A rumor spread that no organized rescue was coming, and the medical team became demoralized.

Similarly, very difficult conditions were faced by all the hospitals in New Orleans, yet at one, the Memorial Hospital, the bodies of 45 patients were discovered in its morgue on September 11, 2005 by the Disaster Mortuary Operations Team. Twenty five of the deaths appeared to be suspicious, not caused by natural causes. No other hospital in the New Orleans area had apparently authorized the unnatural killings of its patients as a response to a natural disaster.
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The victims did have one thing in common: they had all chosen to be designated as Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) patients.\(^{26}\) This meant that in case of catastrophic change in health, such as a heart attack or stroke, there was a standing order to medical staff to abstain from heroic measures, like a Code Blue, which is a special team response that is designed to save life in exigent circumstances.\(^{27}\) No one had warned these victims that in case of a natural disaster, hospital administrators would interpret DNR to mean “Do Not Rescue.”\(^{28}\) Angela McManus, a black woman, worried that her mother Wilda would not be evacuated.\(^{29}\) Wilda was critically ill on the seventh floor.\(^{30}\) Angela overheard nurses openly discussing who would be evacuated and who would not.\(^{31}\) Apparently a decision was made not to evacuate the DNR patients.\(^{32}\)

Rather than participate in this plan, Dr. Bryant King, a contract physician employed by Memorial, chose to abandon his patients rather than to do them harm.\(^{33}\) Just before the killings, an unnamed physician told King that that a hospital administrator had decided that some patients would be “put out of their misery.”\(^{34}\) The physician then told King that another physician volunteered that “she’d be willing to do it.” After this conversation, King noticed a marked change: “there were no more fanners, there were no more nurses checking blood sugars or blood pressures . . . It didn’t make sense that we were stopping what we had been doing.”\(^{35}\) King observed Pou with a handful of syringes talking with patients, saying, “I’m going to give you something to make you feel better.”\(^{36}\) This was a strange departure from protocol because physicians didn’t give medications unless there was a critical need for the
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physician to give the medication.\textsuperscript{37} King left the hospital and passed on this information to the media and to law enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{38} Pou herself evacuated the hospital and gave a statement to a Baton Rouge television station: "There were some patients there who were critically ill who, regardless of the storm, had the orders of 'do not resuscitate. We all did everything in our power to give the best treatment that we could to the patients in the hospital to make them comfortable."\textsuperscript{39}

The autopsy results showed that none of these four victims were terminally ill.\textsuperscript{40} The forensic pathologist concluded that all four had lethal doses of morphine in their bodies that far exceeded any dose consistent with "comfort care" for the dying.\textsuperscript{41} While all four victims also had midazolam in their bodies, two of them had a concentration of this drug that exceeded normal therapeutic doses.\textsuperscript{42}

The same day the bodies were recovered, the British newspaper, the Daily Mail ran a sensational story about its interview with an unidentified New Orleans doctor who admitted to killing patients.\textsuperscript{43} The doctor (presumably Pou) reportedly stated:

I didn't know if I was doing the right thing. But I did not have time. I had to make snap decisions, under the most appalling circumstances, and I did what I thought was right. . . I injected morphine into those patients who were dying and in agony. If the first dose was not enough, I gave a double dose. And at night I prayed to God to have mercy on my soul. . . This was not murder, this was compassion. They would have been dead within hours, if not days. We did not put people down. What we did was give comfort to the end.\textsuperscript{44}

When interviewed by Morley Safer on 60 Minutes on September 24, 2006, Dr. Pou denied that she was guilty of murder: "No, I did not murder those patients. . . I do not believe in euthanasia. I don't think it's anyone's decision to make when a patient dies. However, what I do believe is comfort care. And that means that we ensure that they do not suffer pain."\textsuperscript{45}
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The granddaughter of one of the victims, Rose Savoie writes: “We were told she [Rose] would be taken care of and safer with the care she was under. She was still very much alive and had her mind. She was probably weak, so were all who were fighting for their lives, but MURDER was not the answer.”

Is Dr. Pou “a hero,” as viewed by Dr. Daniel Nuss, who hired Dr. Pou at the Louisiana State University School of Medicine and is raising money to pay for her legal defense? Dr. Floyd Burras, President of the Louisiana Medical Society defended Dr. Pou, claiming she worked under battlefield conditions, that she put her patients first, and kept with the highest principles of the medical society. The American Medical Association called Dr. Pou’s actions heroic and opposed any attempt to characterize her medical judgments as criminal.

Or is she a murderer, “who took the law into her own hands,” as portrayed by Attorney General Charles Foti, who authorized the arrests of Pou, Budo and Landry? Foti stated: “This is not euthanasia. This is homicide. We’re talking about people that pretended that maybe they were God.” Lou Ann Savoie Jacob, Rose’s daughter, agreed: “I consider the nurses murderers.”

The events at Memorial are disturbing, in that they expose strong support from the local medical establishment in favor of what a criminal law would call murder and what a physician might call involuntary euthanasia. In Louisiana, voluntary euthanasia is illegal, which means that even when a patient asks for death and consents to a lethal injection it is a crime for a physician or a nurse to carry out that request. This kind of mercy killing is generally tolerated, for there is an unspoken conspiracy of silence among medical professionals who turn a blind eye to this practice. However, a remarkable
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shift in patient management was exposed at Memorial, for the actions of Pou and her team in engaging in involuntary euthanasia modeled a new way to manage patients when natural disaster strikes – the non-consensual deceptive killing of patients that are too difficult to move because of logistics or lack of resources. In these circumstances, the term DNR (Do Not Resuscitate) took on a new meaning – Do Not Rescue.

This shift in patient management mirrored a shift in philosophy. Previously euthanasia was a co-operative decision with the patient and often a desired outcome when a life was felt to be not worth living. A life not worth living is in turn the outcome of an assessment of one's quality of life. If a patient is suffering, in pain, and has no hope of recovering from an illness or injury, why prolong such a life? What matters more than life as existence is the ability to enjoy life, for a life of merely existing was no life worth living.

Others reject the quality of life as the primary value. For them, the prevailing value is the sanctity of life. In these cases, suffering is tolerated with comfort care to prolong life and ease pain, for the fact of being alive until natural death is preferred over an unnatural death that cuts short a life that clings on to hope for a miracle.

A third approach is illustrated by the events at Memorial, that of sliding down a slippery slope from euthanasia to involuntary euthanasia. This marks a major shift in American medical practice by expanding the frontier from killing consenting dying patients whose lives are deemed to be not worth living to killing non-consenting patients whose unhealthy lives are deemed to be not worth saving. This development exceeds even what Hitler authorized, for he signed an order permitting mercy killings of patients only when these patients were designated as incurably ill.

In this new Memorial model, patient autonomy to control and choose one's medical treatment plan, yields to the physician's unilateral power to arbitrarily decide who lives and who dies, without regard to patient wishes or desires. This is a dangerous path from which intersects deeply with criminal law, for the intentional killing of a non-consenting human being fits most, if not all definitions of murder. This is a crime of
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homicide, unless the victim, although biologically still a human being, is stripped by operation of law of legal personhood by virtue of one's physical and/or mental condition or by the sheer circumstance of being unlucky to be dependent upon others in a battlefield condition. Once deprived of legal personhood, a human being's constitutional right to life and security of the person is gone, thereby exposing the patient to death squads of physicians and nurses that may kill with legal immunity in the name of humanity and compassionate care. "Involuntary euthanasia" in these circumstances is simply dressed up language that serves as a polite code to justify and make palatable the murder of the vulnerable and trusting patient.

At Memorial, one wonders if it is mere coincidence that the victims were all blacks and that those accused of murder are of the white race. Without evidence, it is wrong to speculate that there was any element of racism factoring into the decision to kill Emmett, Hollis, Ireatha, and Rose. One also wonders if the economic status of these patients factored into the killing decision. Could money have saved these people by facilitating a rescue or by restoring necessitites to the hospital? Legal scholars often study the vulnerability of people who, by their race and poverty, often become the "canary in the coal mine," whose lives are sacrificed as an advance warning system of things to come. If there is any good to come out for the deaths of these patients, it may come in the form of a prediction that unless involuntary euthanasia is permanently exorcised, it will become embedded in crisis management that may lead to murders of epidemic proportions.

To illustrate this concept, think of the numerous dire predictions of the coming avian bird flu that is said to have the potential to kill millions of people worldwide. In 1918, when the Spanish flu epidemic killed millions of Americans, the sanctity of life ethic was dominant in medical management of the sick and dying. Quarantines were used as an acceptable means to isolate the ill from the healthy. No thought was given to
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extermination of the sick; instead, every means at one’s disposal was utilized to try to save the sick and the dying, even if critics scorned at the futility of the efforts. Quality of life philosophies were non-existent, as were absent any ideas that lives were not worth saving. Christian piety and charity governed the care of the sick, for every caregiver knows, “There but for the grace of God, go I.”

Today in America, the sanctity of life ethic no longer dominates medical philosophy, nor does Christian morality. Quality of life is the modern approach to managing human life that is at the margin of utility. Secular humanism dominates bioethical principles. If and when there is an avian flu pandemic that sweeps across America, it is conceivable that euthanasia will be practiced to dispose of those people who face death, because it seems that efficiency and economics dictate triaging patients according to condition and prognosis. It may be that what happened at Memorial is not a precedent but is the proverbial tip of the iceberg of the “dirty little secret” of current medical practice. Involuntary euthanasia may be here to stay, and employed to cull from the human population all of those who are infected with avian flu as part of a rational plan to stop the spread of the disease. Is it not better for a few million to die, than for tens of millions to die?

More ominous is the prospect of killing all human beings within a quarantine zone, both the healthy and the sick, for even those who appear to be healthy may be infected with the avian flu that is still in its early incubation stage. Rather than send in teams of health care workers whose goal is to heal, is it not more expedient to send in teams of death squads who can humanely kill everyone? This leaves unanswered the question of what to do with the members of these death squads, who despite their protective gear, may become contaminated and inadvertently release a dreaded virus in the safe zone. Perhaps the answer may lie in science fiction movies like Outbreak, where the military prepared a final solution to exterminate both the sick and the healthy to rid the rest of the world from the deadly threat of an unstoppable Ebola virus.

It is easy to dismiss this speculation as fantasy and doomsday nonsense, but first consider what has happened in the past year to millions of chickens and other domestic birds in various places around the world. A single discovery of one case of avian flu in
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a bird results in a legal order to exterminate that one unhealthy animal along with millions of healthy birds in the vicinity. This is done out of an abundance of caution to ensure the public health of human beings. Other than cries of concern from farmers and animal rights groups, there is a general consensus that chickens do not have constitutional rights and no right to life. As an animal species, chickens are inferior to human beings who exercise dominion over their lives. This lack of legal personhood and inequality with human beings permit the involuntary euthanasia of all chickens for the greater good of human society. If healthy chickens are not safe from the prospect of involuntary euthanasia, why should healthy human beings feel safe in this age of utilitarianism?

Animals with infectious diseases, terminal illnesses, and just plain old age are also subjected to involuntary euthanasia. This practice is justified as compassionate and loving to spare the animal suffering. It is assumed the ultimate form of “comfort care.” Drugs are used to deprive the animal of sensory feeling and consciousness, and then to inject another drug to stop its heart from functioning. This is standard veterinary medical practice.

Bioethics has replaced Christian religion and serves as the moral compass for those who practice veterinarian medicine upon human beings. Like animals that are old and sick that are “put to sleep,” human beings in Holland are killed by lethal injections without their consent. This is involuntary euthanasia if you think it is acceptable and murder if you do not agree.

When sanctity of life ethics are replaced by quality of life ethics, there inevitably
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comes a point in time when death becomes the favored treatment over medical care that simply delays the inevitable result. Humans, as autonomous beings with legal rights, in American society normally have a say in their medical care. Hence, there exists a dividing line in bioethics between euthanasia, suicide and assisted suicide, where the patient has a choice in his or her future and involuntary euthanasia, where the patient has no say at all, and is dependent upon the benevolent arbitrary will of another.

The same dividing line is bright and not as blurred as a matter of American law. This is because euthanasia, suicide, assisted suicide, and involuntary euthanasia (murder) all fall on the criminal side of the line in the vast majority of jurisdictions. The sanctity of life ethic still prevails in criminal and constitutional law, in contrast to the general abandonment of this ethic by medical professionals who have bought into the idea of applying veterinary medicine to human beings.

Physicians in the United States have an unenviable track record of doing bad things to people without their consent. Until the U.S. Supreme Court stepped in to stop the procedure, doctors sterilized idiots. Inmates sentenced to death for capital crimes are involuntarily medicated to prepare them for execution, to comport to laws that forbid the execution of the insane. Millions of unborn children are involuntarily aborted by physicians who never obtain consent from these human beings who are incapable of giving consent. The state of Oregon has legalized euthanasia, paving the way for future involuntary euthanasia.
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All this flows from the elimination of the sanctity of life ethic in medical practice, and the co-operation of physicians and nurses with political doctrines that abandons the belief that all human beings are equal despite differences in condition in favor of discrimination against the sick, the weak, and the powerless who become de facto or legal non-persons who may be then legally killed with moral justification and without incurring criminal liability.

This development is not an isolated phenomenon in the world. During World War II, Germany euthanized the disabled, gypsies, and Jews.\textsuperscript{8} Genocide was the culmination of this mass organized, efficient killing regime.\textsuperscript{6} Eastern European women were forced to abort their babies, in the same way today's one child laws in China force women to have abortions against their will. These killings went beyond the crime of murder; indeed, international condemnation viewed these acts as war crimes, and justice was done at Nuremberg.\textsuperscript{87} Yet in spite of all this recent history, the quality of life philosophy that seduced the Nazi government of Germany into depersonalizing human beings that were designated as "not worth living" so they could be legally killed, has seen resurgence in Europe.\textsuperscript{8} In the Netherlands, where euthanasia has been legal for a number of years, the involuntary euthanasia of the elderly has been extended to the killing of disabled or terminally ill children.\textsuperscript{89} The slippery slope prophets have been proven right again.

At the root of racism is the unwillingness to view another human being as one's moral and legal equal. Human beings are classed as superior or inferior, depending upon their class characteristics. In the United States, African Americans are still viewed by white supremacists as inferior beings, who are not worthy of equality.\textsuperscript{90} This attitude has survived over 100 years after the Civil War, constitutional change, and the civil rights movement. Racist bigots are all too willing to embrace the idea that blacks are disposable and not worth rescuing in a natural disaster. Unlike the fictional character, Forrest Gump of Alabama, who risked his life over and over again to save his African American GI buddy Bubba in the napalmed jungles of Vietnam, a racist bigot might
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consider it a humanitarian gesture to shoot his dying buddy as he was situated, rather than to carry him to a place of safety where Bubba could die in peace in his best friend's loving arms. It must never be forgotten that the U.S. Supreme Court willingly dismissed Dred Scott's claim of personhood, for as a black man, he was not the equal of his white master.

When racist beliefs are combined with new age medical "ethics" that discard sanctity of life ethics in favor of utilitarian measures that value efficiency and economics over human life, the result is a deadly cocktail as lethal as the combination of morphine and Versed given to the victims at Memorial. This is because stress in times of natural disasters brings to the surface attitudes that are otherwise suppressed or disguised. When tempers are short, desperate measures get justified, and self-preservation becomes the number one priority for those who ascribe to the doctrine of survival of the fittest.

In law, there is an old adage that justice must not only be done, but be seen to be done. While there is absolutely no evidence that racism was a factor in what happened at Memorial, there is the appearance of injustice by the stark contrast in the races of those arrested for murder, and those who were the victims.

Did evidence of racism surface in New Orleans during the time of the killings at Memorial? Absolutely. The most glaring example occurred during the attempt by hundreds of poor black refugees to flee from devastated areas of New Orleans and cross the Crescent City Connection bridge from the City of New Orleans to the City of Gretna, a predominantly white suburban town of 18,000 inhabitants that had escaped serious damage from the hurricane.

A Police Chief ordered his officers to block the bridge, who fired their guns to
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scare away the refugees, who had been lied to by a New Orleans police officer that buses were waiting across the bridge to take the refugees to shelters. By this time, the Superdome and the Convention Center were disaster zones, rife with crime, with no running water, no sanitation, and no electricity. Hotels forced guests to leave, including some in the French Quarter at the Hotel Monte Leone, who pooled $25,000 together to rent 10 buses to evacuate convention attendees to safety. These buses never arrived, for the military commandeered them when they arrived.

And so it was that paramedics Larry Bradshaw of San Francisco, and his wife Lorrie Slonsky, ended up on the bridge to Gretna with the poor black refugees and witnessed babies in strollers, people using crutches, elderly grasping walkers, and people in wheelchairs in pouring rain approaching the bridge. Armed Gretna Sheriffs lined up across the foot of the bridge and fired over the heads of the very young and the disabled. Gretna was to be guarded from this threat of humanity. Police Chief Arthur Lawson explained, “If we had opened the bridge, our city would have looked like New Orleans does now – looted, burned and pillaged. Bradshaw was appalled by the incident: “I believe it was racism. It was callousness, it was cruelty.” The message was clear: if you were poor and black, you were not going to cross the Mississippi River. State Representative Cynthia McKinney called this event the worst episode of American racism in the 21st Century.

Bradshaw’s group retreated, for the only way across the bridge was by stealing a vehicle. Working together, the refugees built a makeshift camp in the middle of the Pontchartrain Expressway, hoping the media would discover their plight and publicize their need for rescue. But as Bradshaw explained, things got worse: “Just as dusk set in, a Gretna Sheriff showed up, jumped out of his patrol vehicle, aimed his gun in our faces, screaming, ‘Get off the fucking freeway.’ A helicopter arrived and used the wind
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from its blades to blow away our flimsy structures. As we retreated, the sheriff loaded up his truck with our food and water."108

Eventually Bradshaw made it to Houston, where he praised the warm heartfelt Texan reception.109 In sharp contrast, the experience in New Orleans was “callous, inept and racist. . . Lives were lost that did not need to be lost.”110

Accusations of racism were made of the media in their coverage of Hurricane Katrina for portraying black people in New Orleans as thieves and white people as just finding food.111 A national controversy was stirred when a black man wading in floodwater carrying a case of soda was photographed and depicted as a “looter” in the caption by the Associated Press.112 The photographer, Dave Martin, had witnessed this man wade into a grocery store and emerge with a bag and the sodas, thereby apparently justifying this description.113 In another photo, a white man and woman, also wading in the floodwater and holding groceries, were described as “finding food.”114 The photographer Chris Graythen, had seen the couple near a corner store with an open door, and things had floated out the door.115 Agence France-Presse ran the caption, “after finding bread and soda from a local grocery store.”116 Once these photos and captions were published on the Internet by Yahoo News and published side by side by Flickr on a single page, the racist implications avalanched.117 “It's not looting if you're white,” declared the blog Daily Kos.118 Rapper Kanye West used his live appearance on NBC’s special, “A Concert for Hurricane Relief,” to lambaste the implied racial bias: “You see a black family, it says they’re looting. You see a white family; it says they’re looking for food.”119 In the final analysis, the careful observations of the photographers could not quell the firestorm of controversy.120 The appearance of racism was what mattered, and it ignited passions across America.
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In the same way, it is the appearance of racism at Memorial, whether real or perceived, that troubles medical ethicists. The race of a patient must be totally irrelevant as to whether that patient is selected for rescue or designated for death. Indeed, the focus of the inquiry must be why some patients at all were chosen for death, for this is not medical care, but murder. Did these victims die, then, not because of racism, but because of poverty?

Privacy laws prohibit knowing whether Emmett, Hollis, Irethea and Rose were recipients of Medicare. Outside of the government and hospital authorities, only their families might know. We can assume these patients had limited means, for in the end, it was the poor who remained behind in New Orleans, for they did not have the wealth to pay for private rescues, and were thus left to the mercy (or lack thereof) of their caregivers.

Hurricane Katrina will not be the last natural disaster to befall American citizens. But the prospect of unnatural deaths in the face of natural disaster looms large to anyone planning emergency measures to cope with a future health care crisis. Legislation needs to be passed now to criminalize involuntary euthanasia as an aggravated offense punishable by the loss of medical licenses in addition to heavy jail time. Where the victims are all of one race and the perpetrators are all of another race, an aggravating condition arises that may be categorized as a hate crime. Public funds must be freed to rescue the poor, the sick, the weak and the vulnerable when natural disaster threatens or has arrived. It is simply unacceptable that victims of the tsunami in December of 2004 thousands of miles away were given help in ways that were denied to the impoverished black residents of New Orleans. Finally, this legislation must remain in force even when martial law is declared, in response to a major natural disaster such as a flu pandemic. Failure to do so will allow the ugly resurgence of racism and discrimination as the thin veneer of civilization disappears when natural disaster strikes.

When trusting patients are poisoned by medically trained professionals, the Fourteenth Amendment is implicated. A patient's constitutional right to autonomy, privacy, bodily integrity, and security of the person trumps any general consent form for treatment at a medical facility. Patients are entitled to assume that their health and their life will be guarded by medical ethics, the first being to do no harm to the patient, and by the twin principles of due process and equal protection that are rooted in the

122 The Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution guarantees persons the right to be secure in their body not to be violated without a warrant. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
Fourteenth Amendment. When federal funds are used to pay for patient care, and when health care facilities benefit from taxpayer dollars and are supervised by government regulations, administrators, physicians and nurses may not assume the power to play God and decide who lives and dies even when conditions become intolerable.

The rule of law must prevail in times of natural disaster. Otherwise, there is anarchy, and the lawlessness of the streets invades the inner sanctum of hospitals where only the strong and selfish will win in a contest for survival of the fittest. Violating the constitutional rights of patients by substituting involuntary euthanasia for sacrificial bedside care deserves the harshest penalties possible under state criminal laws and federal civil rights laws.
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